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Steelworkers' 
Union Elections 
Rigged

Recently, elections were held for director 
of District 31 of the United Steel Workers of 
America in which Ed Sadlowski, a 65-year- 
old worker at U.S. Steel South Works in 
Chicago, ran as an insurgent against the ma
chine candidate, Sam Evett.

Evett was the handpicked choice of Joseph 
Germano, District Director for 33 years and 
iron-handed boss, powerful in the Democra
tic Party and in the affairs of the entire 
USWA. For a long time, Germano was 
good at doing the bidding of the company, 
keeping the locals in line and the steel wor
kers demoralized about the union.

To get on the ballot, Sadlowski, a pro
gressive candidate, needed the nomination

of 18 of 297 locals in the district. This was 
no easy job because of the control of Ger
mano ’s machine, but Sadlowski and his 
supporters put together an organization 
based on his home local, on rank-and-file 
caucuses and elements from a number of 
large and small shops and was able to secure 
more than 40 nominations.

With Sadlowski on the ballot, the enthu
siasm of his supporters began to really de
velop. Regular campaign meetings were held 
once a week in the sub-districts and forces 
were mobilized to reach as many plants as 
possible. Campaigners from other shops 
were walking past plant guards into locker 
rooms and organizing until some machine 
“unionist” would catch on and have the 
guards throw them out. People would stand 
in the cold leafleting week after week. 
Sadlowski got around to plant gates through
out the district and the media was mobilized 
to cover the campaign.

Meanwhile, the machine was doing its 
thing. Sam Evett, who nobody had ever 
known as “Mr. Nice Guy” was suddenly no
minated “Man of the Year” by some “chari
table organizations.” Evett signs sprouted

Sell-O ut f i l m

W here’s Joe?
In their quest for greater and greater profits, 

the American Steel Industry has begun another 
drive to increase productivity. At plants 
around the country a film called “Where’s Joe? ” 
has been shown, first, to thousands of steel 
workers, and then on nationwide television.
The film was jointly produced by the major 
American steel companies and the bureaucratic 
leadership of the United Steel Workers of Amer
ica.

One of the main points the movie pushed was 
that increased productivity means more jobs. 
Let’s look at the facts around us as to what pro
ductivity really means and how it affects jobs 
and why most workers who saw the film felt it 
was just company propaganda !

Increased productivity simply means that 
the company can produce the same amount of 
steel with fewer workers. This can be done by 
either combining jobs, OR by using “speed-ups” 
OR by applying both at once. However, the 
way things have been going over the last twenty 
years, more steel has been produced with a 
steady decrease of steel jobs. A look at the 
facts shows that in 1950 there were 592,000 
steel jobs — In 1970, there were 403,000 jobs— 
that is a LOSS of 189,000 jobs. On the produc
tion side, in 1950,167 tons of raw steel were pro
duced per worker—in 1970, there were 326 
tons produced per worker. This is an increase 
of 159 tons ! One can see that over twenty years 
1/3 fewer workers produced twice as much

steel. This clearly shows that the steel monopo
lists are not interested in keeping jobs, but 
rather in eliminating them. And in their never- 
ending thirst for profits, they will always try to 
cut jobs. So if anyone ever says to you that 
steelworkers don’t put out, just tell them the 
facts!

Is it true,as the movie claimed, that because 
of higher costs of production the American steel 
industry has a much lower rate of profit than 
its foreign competitors? Let’s look at the 
facts again. During the period from 1967 to

1970, U. S. steel companies had an after tax pro
fit that averaged 6% over their net investment. 
During the same period, Japan’s steelindustry 
averaged only 2%’- 4% return. We can see that 
the American steel capitalists demand and get 
a much higher return on their investments.

One way to guarantee this higher return, is 
to remove the threat of strikes and wage incre
ases. The movie tried to tell the workers that 
the strike threat has created a three-year cycle, 
which allows foreign steel to increase its imports 
around bargaining time. In other words, strikes 
and strike threats hurt the steel monopolists. 
What it failed to mention was that workers 
strike because the companies are hurting them. 
Strikes are one of the most important tools 
steel workers have. If we allow this tool to be 
taken from us, we’ll be at the company’s mercy 
come contract time. And we all know what 
that means!!

“Where’s-Joe?” also tries to play off the U.S. 
workers against the working people of other 
countries. It tries to convince us that we’ve 
got to out produce; the workers of Japan, Ger
many , Mexico and elsewhere to keep our jobs.
By developing this competition among the 
workers of different countries, the big mono
polies, which are mul{:i-national, are the only
ones who stand to eain.

(TLEASE TURN TO PAGE 18)___________

all over and he was invited to “report” on 
irrelevant topics to a number of locals con
trolled by the machine. He was even taken 
on a guided tour of the Youngstown steel 
plant in E. Chicago, Indiana,while Sadlowski 
was thrown off company property when he 
tried to campaign at the gates.

Unfamiliar faces, who turned out to be 
from departments of some local city govern
ments, tried their hand at leafleting a plant 
or two but found the cold weather hard to 
take and usually closed up shop after a few 
minutes of ineffective campaigning for Evett.

Sadlowski’s main theme, that the union 
needs democracy and participation of the 
rank and file, began hitting home. The Sad
lowski forces, Black, white and Latin wor
kers, were small in number but were known 
in their plants as fighters and brought the 
issues to the people.

When the vote-counting started, the Sad
lowski forces’ problems began. They were 
able to place watchers in many key locals, 
especially where their organization was 
strong. But in a large number of locals, 
watchers were refused permission to ob
serve. At the huge U.S. Steel plant in 
Gary, Indiana, ! one watcher was intimi
dated by a bomb threat and only one other 
watcher was allowed.

The pattern in the small fabricating lo
cals around the district was similar and 
Sadlowski held his own despite the lack 
of watchers in many cases. In the large 
steel mills around the shore of Lake 
Michigan, Sadlowski won big margins at

(PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 18)

Steel Giants 
Demand Greater 
“Productivity”

This is the second part of a two-part series 
which attempts to expose the "productivity " 
hoax of the big steel monopolies.

As part of their arsenal for more speed-up, 
the steel industries have been screaming that 
U.S. workers must work harder because they 
are being driven out of business by foreign com
petition. At the Kaiser Steel Co. plant in Fon
tana, California word was given that the plant 
was shutting down because of Japanese steel 
imports unless productivity was drastically in
creased. The workers have increased their pro
ductivity by 32% in three months and the 
Company still says that this isn’t enough. Now 
the L.A. Times financial page reports that Kai
sers’ two biggest ore miners are selling most of 
their ore to Japanese firms.

This isn’t surprising when one considers that 
some major U.S. companies have been filling 
their orders by simply buying Japanese steel 
and shipping it to their customers. Or the fact 
that the large U.S. interests own companies 
overseas or have large chunks of stock in the 
foreign companies.

The different giant steel-producing countries 
of the world—Japan, Germany, the Soviet Un
ion, the U.S., etc.—all compete with each oth
er in a cutthroat drive for profits. Germany 
and Japan, among others are demanding a big
ger piece of the pie. To' maintain its top dog 
position among these powers, the U.S. rulers 
must increase the exploitation of U.S. work
ers while taking every opportunity to make a 
buck overseas. So it’s very convenient for them 
to take the heat off their backs by telling the 
American people it’s “foreigners” that are cau
sing all our troubles.

As you would expect in this situation, the 
leaders of the United Steel Workers of America 
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BART...

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3)

What BART really provides is convenient trans
it from wealthy suburban communities like Wal
nut Creek to the business centers of the Bay Ar
ea. In addition it gives business a shot in the arm, 
by stopping in or near the major shopping cen
ters wherever the line passes.

The first studies concerning BART were made 
20 years ago and financed by the Crocker Bank. 
Subsequent studies were paid for by the Bank 
of America, Crown Zellerback, and the Wells 
Fargo Bank, all huge corporations based in San 
Francisco. These corporations, while generally 
interested in all the profitable aspects of urban 
development, had two special interests—how to 
expand their base of operations in the downtown 
areas of San Francisco and Oakland, and how to 
bring thousands of office workers into the cen
tral city area to man the desks inside their sky
scrapers. BART solved these two problems.

The obstacle to central city development was 
the high percentage of minority people living 
there. The planners’ solution was simple. Force 
them out. By condemning the land necesgary____

STEEL GIANTS...
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9)

U.S. South Works, Republic Steel, Youngs
town Sheet and Tube, Inland Steel and 
Bethlehem Steel.

In all these big mills, watchers were 
present and counting was completed in 
a few hours. At Gary Works, where there 
was only one watcher, “results” were de
layed for two days. Before “results” came 
in from) Cry, Sadlowski forces tillied a 
lead of between two and three thousand 
votes and claimed victory. However, the 
next thing anybody knew, Sam Evett was 
claiming victory by 2,500 votes.

The procedure for certifying this election 
of the USWA does not require International 
Tellers to report the results until May 1,
1973. This is very convenient for a machine 
which would like things to simmer, down.

The overwhelming sentiment is that, “The 
people voted for a change, we won the elec
tion and these guys are stealing it from us.”
.Even Evett supporters have admitted this.

DISTRICT 31...
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9)

Unofficial results started coming in. The 
pattern was that in the small fabricating locals 
around the district, despite the lack of watch
ers in many cases, Sadlowski held his own. In 
the large steel mills around the shore of Lake 
Michigan, Sadlowski won big margins at U.S. 
South Works, Republic Steel, Youngstown 
Sheet and Tube, Inland Steel and Bethlehem 
Steel. In all these big mills, watchers were pre
sent and counting was completed in a few hours. 
At Gary Works, where there was only one 
watcher, “results” were delayed for two days. 
Before “results” came in from Gary, Sadlow
ski forces tallied a lead of between two and 
three thousand votes. Sadlowski claimed vict
ory. The next thing anybody knew, there was 
Sam Evett claiming victory by 2,5000 votes.

The procedure for certifying this election of 
the USWA does not require the International 
Tellers to report results until May 1, 1973. This 
is very convenient for a machine which would 
like things to simmer down some before it has 
to make the steel-workers swallow a bitter pill.

The people in the mills do not want to

A BART car 
which failed 
to stop at 
the end of 
the line and 
plunged in
to a park
ing lot.

for building BART, they managed to evict many 
Black, Chicano, and Asian people. BART head
quarters in Oakland,for example,required the 
levelling of three square blocks of the Chinese 
community. Then the developers started buying 
up the small shops and stores in the downtowns. 
Right now ten square blocks of Oakland’s very 
center is, deserted and boarded up, awaiting the 
wrecker’s ball and then $350 million of new of
fice buildings. More than eviction, it is the rise 
in property value and rent which accompanies 
rapid transit that will force the people out of 
their own neighborhoods.

In a 1962 BART study, it was cor eluded that 
San Francisco’s Mission District “because of its 
proximity to downtown and its excellent weath
er,” would be ideal for “middle-income high- 
rises to house the influx of office workers to the

Sadlowski has lodged a protest with the In
ternational and plans legal action. He wants 
the results nullified in locals where he was 
denied watchers and where irregular pro
cedures took place, but it is unlikely that 
this protest will enable him to occupy the 
post he won at the polls.

However, there haVe been important 
gains for the steel workers in this struggle 
the steelworkers have clearly seen, through 
their own experience, how isolated and 
desperate the machine that controls their 
union.actually is. In addition, insurgent 
rank and file organizations in the district 
have gained strength and experience in or
ganizing and are learning the importance 
of mobilizing the masses of steelworkers 
to see these organizations as their own 
organizations if substantial victories are to 
be won. They cannot rely on elections a- 
lone. Further, the Sadlowski campaign was 
the first of its kind in many years where 
unified insurgent action took place in the 
district. Out of this, steps are being taken 
to develop district-wide rank and file or
ganization on a permanent basis.

swallow this pill. The overwhelming sentiment 
is that, “The people voted for a change, we 
won the election and these guys are stealing 
from us.” Even many Evett supporters are 
saying this.

Sadlowski has lodged a protest with the 
International and may follow up with legal 
action. He wants results in locals where he was 
denied watchers and where irregular procedures 
took place to be disallowed.

Of course, it’s not likely that this protest 
will enable him to occupy the post he won at 
the polls.

However, there have been important gains for 
the steelworkers in this struggle. Most impor
tant is that the steel workers here have seen clear
ly through their own experience how isolated 
and desperate the machine that controls their 
union actually is. Other important gains are 
that insurgent rank and file organizations in the 
district have gained strength and experience in 
organizing and are learning the importance of 
mobilizing the masses of steelworkers to see 
these organizations as their own organizations, 
if substantial victories are to be won. They 
cannot rely on elections alone. Further, the 
Sadlowski campaign was the first time in many 
years that insurgent action took place in the 
district. Out of this, steps are being taken to 
develop district-wide rank and file organization 
on a permanent basis.

city.” Thus plans were fabricated to empty the 
Mission of its Latino population, some of the 
poorest in the city.

Already several modern high rises are under 
construction in the Mission. The developers are 
banking on the prediction of the Mission Dis
trict Urban Design Study in 1966, that because 
of BART property value in the Mission would tri
ple, thus putting rents way beyond the means of 
most iVEssion residents. Traditional shops, inte
gral to the Mexican-American community will 
give way to large and fairly expensive chain stores. 
The traditional cultural atmosphere of the Mis
sion will be replaced by an insulting Mexican 
Plaza for tourists complete with crafts, taco 
stands, kiosks, a hotel, and offices.

Although this proposal is only under study, 
the BART report to the State Legislature shows 
artists’ conceptions of the Mission Street stations 
in 1975. These pictures show businessmen with 
briefcases filling the streets, and not a single La
tino person in sight.

While the developers go ahead with $2-billion 
worth of building plans for the Bay Area, the 
people have begun to organize against them. The 
massive Yerba Buena convention center-shopping 
district was halted by residents there. Moves de
signed to destroy San Francisco’s Chinatown, 
such as tearing down the International Hotel, 
have been stopped by the people of Chinatown.
As one Mission resident commented in an inter
view, “They have made so much noise and dirt 
to build this BART in my neighborhood. I have 
lived with this for years, but I have had no 
reason to use BART yet. If now they want to tear 
down my house to build another Macy’s, I will 
never let them.”

BART is a rich man’s toy designed to suit rich 
men’s purposes. But these community struggles 
to keep the capitalists and their “urban renew
al” out are a real example to people struggling 
everywhere, because they show how even ex
pensive and lavish plans of the capitalists can be 
turned around by a unified and militant com
munity struggle.

WHERE'S JOE?...
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9)

They try and convince the average steel wor
kers that they have more in common with U.S. 
Steel (reported earnings in 4th quarter of 

1972, $54,680,000) than with foreign wor
kers, because U. S. Steel is owned by Americans.

We working people cannot let ourselves be 
divided just because we work in different parts 
of the world. Divide and conquer has long been 
a favorite tactic of the steel barons.

“Where’s Joe?” js being used as part of the 
all-out attack on the part of the government, 
the steel monopolies and the I. W. Abel gang 
against the workers’ right to strike. If there is 
any doubt as to where Abel stands, he co-nro- 
duced “Where’s Joe?” with our union dues 
The time has come to build a rank and tile move
ment within the U.S.W.A. that will fight for our 
right and oppose the Abel sell-outs.

We’ve got to build a movement that can defend 
us from the increasing attacks by the steel giants 
and which can bring “Joe” back off the unem
ployment line

UNITED WE STAND - DIVIDED WE FALL!
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